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Art in a First Grade Classroom

By Maureen -Synk KarIstad
Grand Forks, ND

We are all myth=making beings.
We create imaginary worlds that
Structure and give meaning to our
experience-S. In children we call
such activity play._ In adults this
activity becomes more complex; we
create intricately involved imagina
tive systems such as the scientific
method_or modern dance. Imaginatio
is central to our ability to under-
stand reality (Vandenberg, 1984).
As parents and teachersl_we_need to
foster those creative processes
which facilitate the development of
imagination in children. They
should be the cornerStoneS of any
elementary school curriculum.

Our ability to create images i
our minds is not only basic to our
understanding of the world around
us. I aIsCi_believe_that our aes-
thetic sensibilities ake the toolS
with which we learn everything else
we_come to know. "Facts without
image or_fedling characteristics,
without imaginatim, cannot1 be said
to have meaning" (Landau, 1985).

I don't believe that it takes
expensive equipment or artistic
expertise_to help children develop
their imaginations. Moke important
is a teacher who is willing to allo
children the time to indulge in the
creative procetS.

Last semester I had the oppor-
tunity to work in my daughter's

first grade classroom as an art
teacher. Two_afternoons a_week I
went in and watched as a group_of
14 six and seven year old children
experimented with the basic tools of
visual_expression: paper, paint,
charcoal, Chalk, markers, crayons,
colored paper, gIue_and_scissors.
tried to make the sessions a time
during which the children were en-
couraged to engage in the creative
process.

As a part of the process, I
tried to observe carefully what was
happening during the sessions. I

recorded my_thoughts and ideas So
that I would_have something to use
in reflecting on and improving my
approach. I would like to share
those aspects of the process which
I found_most helpful in setting up
what I consider an effective art
environment.

1 . Allow chi ldren to he lp-pla
the sessions. I found that allowin
the children_to assist in Structur-
ing the environment gave them a
valuable sense of control_over_what
they were doing and made the crea-
tive process personally meaningful
for them.

I see the reIationship_between
teacher and student as something
similar to a rough carpenter and a
finish carpenter. The teacher
frames up the_house, nreates the
basic structure, and the_student
finishes out the house, putting in
those touches that make the work
personally meaningful and success-
ful. We, as_teachers, need to pro-
vide our stUdents with a sturdy
framework that also allows the most
room for flexibility in terms of
finished product.

Bruce Klein_(1984), in describ-
ing a preschool art program, out=
lines four structural elements which
foster creative processes: power,



control, praise and deferred judg-_-_
ment. I used Klein's four elements
as a_framework for my initial ideas
on how I would organize the sest,ions
and for the changes I incorporated
into the sessions as I saw the need
for change._ I_was_not always aware
that_what we had done coincided with
his elements but I was going on what
I instinctively knew would enhance
the creative process the children
were engaged in. Nice to have some-
one backing up your intuitions!

To help the children have con-
trol over the classroom I decided
not to present any specific projects
(at least not_until they_had_time to
experiment_with the_materiaIs), but
to_assist them in_using the materi-
als and overcoming any technical
problems they might have. Because
I was open to having them control
the 1enwironmentto Suit their_own
needs,_I_watched with_interest as
they began to rearrange the room to
create small art centers where two
or three children would work togeth
er using the same medium.

One day I hung a painting on
the chalkboard to dry and I inad-
vertently opened up another part of
the1 room for them. Everyone wanted
to hang his/her work up and the
discussion time at the end cf the
session was born.

I told the Students to put_one
thing that they_had_done_up on the
chalkboard.__Then_we went through
and talked about each piece of art-
work. The artist had the first
chance to say whatever he or she
wanted about his or her work. The
firSttWO1 artists were too shy_tosay,anything. Finally, however,
Brandon interrupted me to ask if he
could come up and show what he like
about his work! I asked only for
what everyone liked About the art-
work. The comments were wonderful:
"I like the colors," "I like the

shapes," "I like the way she colored
around the shapes," "I like the
things he put in the picture." Tamm
was one of the last to_taIk about
her picture._ She described each
item in the picture--it had a rain-
bow, her house, her brother, some
clouds and some birds.1 Some of the
children talked about how much they
liked rainbows_and Brian said he
liked Tammy's because it reminded
him of a rainbow he had once climbe
on!

I felt that these discussions
were very productive. The children
had a chAnce_not only to talk about
their own work, but to see that
their work was valued by everyone
else. I wAnted the children_to knou
that their 1artwork was_valued. Talk
ing about_it and hanging it on the
walls seemed to me to be crucial to
that valuing. I also wanted the
children to feel good about their
work and to want to share it with
others.

The children were always eager
to work when1 I arrived and always
rushed to set up the room with sup-
plies and new desk arrangements-
They were very eager to take control
of the environment and manipulate i
to serve their needs.

2. set up a non-competitive
atmosphere which values self-
wipressionanddescription. I tried
to make art personally meaningful
for each of the children by talking
about other artists who do similar
things and by supporting each
-child's individual style. I talked
with the children about what an
artist is and how artists (and firs
graders) make pictures of their
thoughts and feelings.

_

During the_first session I read
Frederick by Leo Lionni. Then I
told them that they would have time
to practice being artists and that
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they were free to use any of the
materials they wanted to make what-
ever_they wanted. I was afraid that
there might be one or two children
who wouldn't know where to start/
but all of the children went right
to work and forty-five minutes later
I had a difficult time getting them
to quit.

I tried to start each session_
with a Story as a way of ee;sing_into
the_day's work and to give the chil-
dren time_to think about what they
were going to do. One day I read
Listen-r---Listen! by Ann and Paul Rand.
It was a short book with bold,
brightly colored illustrations and
a lot of auditory imagery. The
children enjoyed the book. Another
day I read Arrow to the Sun by
Gerald McDermott. They were faSci=
nated by_the_myth and the way he had
illustrated the story. They made me
read it to them a second time so
they could spend more time on the
pictures. 1For a liSt of other _

books, See References.) My hope was
to inspire them while allowing them
to determine the shape inspiration
would take.

I commented on their work_the
same way_I_would_talk with a col-_
league about a painting or drawing--
by looking at the artistic elements.
I came to realize that some of the
children (Joshua comes to mind in_
particular) didn!t_believe me when
I Said they could_do_whatever they
ranted to_with the materials; One
day he drew a space ship after
asking me if_it waS all right to do
so and on a following day he_drew a
monster_with_blood_cming_out of its
mouth_and when he showed it to me
he still seemed hesitant (as if I
would not approve). I think that
by the end of my three_month_stay_he
had finally_begun to trust me. He
began_to draw and talk about: those
things that really were of interest

to him. He and Mark did a whole
series of drawings related to TV
wrestling which they pretented to
the rest of the class. They were
very proud of their work.

I tried to encourage the chil=
dren's self-expression. I wat
serious when I talked about_how much
I liked_the_colors used_in a paint-
ing or_the bold lines used in a
drawing. Mark created 1:)autiful
compositions using horizontal,
vertical and diagonal lines. I
could See natural ability at_work,
but at_first I_don't think he
believed me when I told him how
effective his use of lines was.
Eventually he became very receptive
to my commentt about his work.

The children seemed to be very
aware of the sharing of power which
our descriptive discussionS allowed.
They were all eager to talk_about
their work_and_enjoyed the feeling
of being temporarily in charge of
what was happening in the classroom
--it was their ideas and their art-
work which had center Stage.

For me, _it was an important
realization that one of the most
fruitful activities I have engaged
in with the children, the deScrip-
tive discutsions,_was not_part of_my
original plan,_but_developed out of
my_interactions with the children.
Starting with a plan was important,
but I felt that my success came from
allowing for spontaneity and
improvisation.

3. Focus-on the affective
aspects of_creativity. I tried to
focus the sessions on the affective
aspects of the creative process._
Treffinger, Isaksen_and Firestien
(1982)_list Curiosity, openness to
experience, self-confidence and use
of imagination as primary affective
aspects of the creative process.



No one ever_came_up to me and
said, "I can't do this." They may
have asked for helpand may have bee
frustrated with their final product
but no one gave up or talked about
not being able to do artwork
iselfconfidencel. If I saw someone
having an extremely difficult time,
I suggested that they try a differ-
ent medium and it usually alleviated
the_probIem. Whenever I brought
something new into the classroom,
everyone was eager to try it out
(curiosity and openness to experi-
ence). The children also used the
time_to develop elaborate_group
fantasies (usually instigated by
Brian); One day they began a bunny
drawing factory. I had read the
book Let's Make Rabbits by Leo
Lionni and everyone had decided to
make rabbits._ Brian_made a whole
family of rabbits and then more rab-
bits which he beganito sell (for
free). Other boys joined him and
soon the factory was mass producing
pictures of_rabbits_which the other
children were eagerly buying (the
price was right!).

4. Observechildrem with a
research frame of mind. I have
found what I call the "research
frame_of mind" to be_an_invaluable
aid in setting up a classroom
environment. By research frame of
mind I mean a heightened sense of
awareness which allows for observa-
tions which_may otherwise_go_unno-
ticed. Because I had a sense of
wanting to know and learn about this
group of children in a particular
Setting (an art environment) I was
looking_for connections, for pat
terns, for insights that would help
me understand not only what the
children were about, but how I fit
into that.

During one session I found my-
self being impatient with Jennifer.
I had brought back the artwork that
had taken home to look at and she
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accused me of losing some of her
work. I wanted her to know that I
valued her work and that I had
brought back everything I had trken.
I wanted her_to believe me_and I _

could_see that she wasn't going to
accept my explanation. I'm sure my
frustration was showing. When we
had our discussion at the end of
class Jennifer was one of the last
to go up to talk about her work (she
couldn't find it because it was
hanging up and she had walked around
saying that someone had stolen it--
more frustration on my part). She
talked_on and on_about_every line in
her drawing. She started making up
lines so that she would have more to
talk about. -I suddenly saw her in a
new light. She had needs I hadn't
even begun to notice. Her need to
draw_the class into her work and get
their attention opened up my eyes.
I was so busy baing irritated by her
behavior that I hadn't stopped to
figure out why she might be respond-
ing the way she was.

The more I was involved in try-
ing to give these children a voice
in the classroom, the more I heard
them talking. And I think it was
the frame of mind I brought_into the
classroom that helped me see the
children and the classroom in a
different light.

I started to:wish Iicould_be_in
this_classroom_all_the time._ In_the
short time_I was there_I_felt that
had-just started to-get to know the
children, to-know their styles,,the
way they worked* the personal themes
that_they_were working_on. Some_of
the_kids were stilI_experimenting
with the materials an&others were
already able to manipulate anyof_
the materials I brought in to their
own ends.

* * * * * * *

I have developed a sense that
the best educational research comes
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from within the classrlom, from the
day-to-da 1r, intimate contact_with
whatever aspect_of_the educational
process is being studied. And I
have found the "research frame of
mind" to be an ideal tool for Self-
reflective teaching, for developing
ideas and assessing classroom
progress.

have come to see each child
as a learning puzzle._ How_do they
learn? What do they_like to do?
What materials do they like to use?
What areas are they most productive
in? How are they growing through
their manipulation of materials?
This particular teaching experience
has been a beginning_for me. I see
the way I have approached this as a
method for approaLling any subject,
both in the experimental way I have
set up the learning environment and
in the way I have attempted to
observe and record what happened on
a daily baSis.

My time in the classroom_was
much too short to even begin any
discussion of patterns, either
individual or interactional; But
I see patterns emerging and I have
new and different questions now.
In all of my unanswered questions

.iS_the_challenge to study morei to
turn the classroom into an open
research station.

I wanted to_create an environ-
ment that would encourage the
development of imagination. I also
wanted to structure the environment
in such a way that I was able to
,assist the children in establishing
:their own_personal_themes for visual
expression_(Gaitskell, 1970). Chil-
dren must be motivated by their own
experiences to produce art. Gait=
skell states that art programs must
"provide for visual objectification
of internal as well as external
experiences."

8

I_believe that I was successful
in setting up an environment that
encourages and supports the_creative
process. I am_looking forward to
setting up arlother classroom art
environment soon.
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